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ABSTRACT: Web Services are self described software entities which can be advertised, located and used across the internet using a set of standards such as SOAP, WSDL and UDDI. In order for web services to be able to work well together, they must participate in a set of shared organizing principles known as Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). Service oriented means that the architecture is described and organized to support web service’s dynamic, automated description, publication, discovery and use. The number of services published over the internet is growing at an explosive speed. So it is difficult for service requesters to select satisfactory web services, which provide similar functionality.

The Quality of service is considered the most important criterion for service filtering. In this paper, the web service description models consider the service QOS information and present an overall web service selection and ranking for fulfilling service requester’s functional and non functional requirements. The service selection method is based on particle swarm optimization technique. By using this multi objective Particle swarm optimization technique, a number of QOS values can be optimized at the same time and it ultimately improve the service performance. This method can significantly improve the problem solving speed and reduce the selection complexity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The number of web services increased vastly in the last years. Various providers offer web services with the same functionality, so for web service consumers it is getting more complicated to select the web service, which best fits their requirements. That’s why many research efforts point to discovering semantic approaches for describing web services including both functional and non-functional properties. This will give consumers the opportunity to find web services according to their QoS requirements such as availability, reliability, response time, trust, etc.

Most of the current solutions are based on web service definition language (WSDL) and Universal Description and Discovery Interface (UDDI) registry. WSDL documents prove functional description of web services without semantic specifications concerning QOS. UDDI registry provides catalog-based searching without control over the quality of registered services. UDDI API’s allow publishing and discovering data for a particular service, but do not provide an opportunity for a quality based retrieval.

The problem becomes more complicated when the discovery process returns several web services with the same functionality. Such mentioned disadvantages motivated me to research principle current approaches fro QoS-aware web service description and discovery in order to find better solution giving more accurate and productive service retrieval.

II. SERVICE ORIENTED ARCHITECTURE

Service oriented architecture is a way of sharing functions in widespread and flexible way. This architecture has been used for years. What distinguishes an SOA from other architectures is loose coupling. Loose
coupling means that the client of a service is essentially independent of the service. The way a client (which can be another service) communicates with the service doesn’t depend on the implementation of the service. Significantly, this means that the client doesn’t have to know very much about the service to use it.

For instance, the client doesn’t need to know what language the service is coded in or what platform the service runs on. The client communicates with the service according to a specified, well-defined interface, and then leaves it up to the service implementation to perform the necessary processing.

A web service is a service that communicates with clients through a set of standard protocols and technologies. These web services standards are implemented in platforms and products from all the major software vendors, making it possible for clients and services to communicate in a consistent way across a wide spectrum of platforms and operating environments. This universality has made web services the most prevalent approach to implementing an SOA.

In order for Web Services to be able to work well together, they must participate in a set of shared organizing principles we call a service oriented architecture (SOA). The term service oriented means that the architecture is described and organized to support Web Services dynamic, automated description, publication, discovery and use.

The SOA organizes Web Services into three basic roles: the service provider, the service requester, and the service registry. The relationships among these three roles are shown below.

Service providers publish (and unpublished) their services to a service registry. Then, service requesters can find the desired web Services by searching for their description at the service registry. Once the requester locates the desired services, its client binds with the service at the service provider and then invokes the service.

The SOA is responsible for describing and organizing the mechanisms and practices for each of these actions. In addition, the SOA is responsible for describing how web Services can be combined into larger services.

Web service in web service repository

Ws= \{Service Key, wsName, wsDesp, QP, OprSet\}

- Service Key is the unique identifier;
- wsName represents web service name;
- wsDesp is service functional description;
- QP is published QOS information that is denoted as QP=QN_QD. Where QN represents necessary quality criteria set for all web services and QD represents domain-specific quality criteria set for specific web services.

- OprSet is web operation set denoted as OprSet= \{opr1, opr2… oprs\}.
Where each oprri (1 ≤ i ≤ s) can be executed for a specific function task. Based on the QOS requirements of the user, the particular service from the repository is selected and provided to the user.

III. LOGICAL VIEW OF THE WEB SERVICES

IV. MODULES OF WEB SERVICE

QOS calculation:
- QOS values for web services in web service repository is discovered

Selection:
- Selecting web services to meet customers’ QOS requirements

Ranking:
- Selected services are ranked in descending sequence according to the QOS score
- The service is returned to the requester

Updation:
- Refreshes quality criteria value in the QOS database based on the feedback

V. SERVICE SELECTION AND RANKING FRAMEWORK

The service selection and ranking module performs initial service selection from web service repository.
Based on the functional requirements, the initial set of services is discovered. Then the service selection is based on the customer Quality of service requirements. The service requesters submit their QOS requirement. The Request Agent which provides interface and communicates with service requester for acquiring functional requirements and QoS constraints. The Discovery Agent which is in charge of finding initial web service set satisfying service requester’s functional requirements.

The Selection Agent which collects QoS information from QoS database in terms of initial discovered web service set and then selects web service set fulfilling service requester’s QoS constraints. The Rank Agent which is utilized to calculate synthetic QoS score of each selected web services, and then ranks them in a descending sequence according to their QoS marks. Finally, ranked service set is returned back to service requester. The Update Agent which refreshes quality criteria value in the QOS database according to accumulated feedback information in quality rating database.

The selection and ranking framework is designed to support service selection from web service repository and ranking based on the QoS information.

This framework involves
1. The Request Agent which provides interface and communicates with service requester for acquiring functional requirements and QoS constraints.
2. The Discovery Agent which is in charge of finding initial web service set satisfying service requester’s functional requirements.
3. The Selection Agent which collects QoS information from QoS database in terms of initial discovered web service set and then selects web service set fulfilling service requester’s QoS constraints.
4. The Rank Agent which is utilized to calculate synthetic QoS score of each selected web services, and then ranks them in a descending sequence according to their QoS marks.

VI. SELECTION ALGORITHM

The service providers publishes the web services QoS information. For each service $s_i$, its QoS information set is composed of several QoS ternary constraint relations.

$$QP = \{(c_{i1}(q_{i1}, o_{i1}, v_{i1}), ..., c_{i(m+1)}(q_{i(m+1)}, o_{i(m+1)}, v_{i(m+1)}), ..., c_{ih}(q_{ih}, o_{ih}, v_{ih}))\}$$

**WHERE,**

- $S$ Web services repository
- $S_i$ A web service, $s_i \in S$
- $SD$ Discovered service set, $SD \subseteq S$
- $SS$ Selected service set, $SS \subseteq SD$
- $SR$ Ranked service set, $SR \subseteq SS$
- $q_{ij}$ QoS name at position $j$ of $s_i$
- $v_{ij}$ Constraint value of $q_{ij}$
- $QP$ Published QoS information set of $s_i$
- $QR$ Submitted QoS requirement set
- $c_{ij}$ A constraint relation at position $j$ of $s_i$
- $ck$ Request ternary relation at position

Similarly,

- $q$ represents quality attribute name,
- $v$ gives constraint value, and
- $op$ is constraint operator between $q$ and $v$.
- $QR$ consists of $QN$ and $QD$.
- constraint operator set $\{\leq, \geq\}$ is adopted in $ck$ ($1 \leq k \leq n$) for service requesters to submit their QoS requirements

**Algorithm**

Service selection with QoS (SSA-Q).
Input: $SD$ and $QR$;
Output: Selected web service set $SS$;
1. $SD \leftarrow S$;
2. If $QR$ is NULL then
3. Return $SS$;
4. Else if NULL, $QR \neq$ then { // $QR \subseteq Q$
5. len$\leftarrow$ $QN$.length;
6. $SS\leftarrow$ SelectWithQoS ($SD$, $QN$, len, 1); }
7. If $null$, $SS$ is NULL then
8. len$\leftarrow$ $QD$.length; // $QD \subseteq Q$
9. $SS\leftarrow$ SelectWithQoS ($SS$, $QD$, len, 0); }
10. Return $SS$; }
VII. RANKING ALGORITHM

After the service selection process, r web services are picked out from SD by the Selection Agent. The selected service set is denoted as \( SS = \{ s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_r \} \). With this input, the ranked service set is generated.

In the first step, QR is taken as benchmark for yielding n columns and r rows are formed by each candidate service \( s_i \) (\( 1 \leq i \leq r \)). Each row represents a candidate service, and each column contains QoS values of a quality attribute in a QR’s ternary constraint relation. i.e., qosij is generated by service \( s_i \) and cj \((q_j, op_j, v_j)\). If there exists a cuw \((q_{uw}, op_{uw}, v_{uw})\) sharing the same quality name with cj, \( v_{uw} \) is used as qosij’s value. Otherwise, qosij is set 0. In the second step, each matrix element in MS is normalized with metrics function and mapped in the range of \([0,1]\). For each qosij, its normalized value \( qos'_{ij} \) is calculated by qmax and qmin (maximum/minimum value in column j). All QoS values of column j are normalized in a monotonically increasing way. Otherwise, it is measured in a monotonically decreasing way.

Finally, for each candidate service \( s_i \) (\( 1 \leq i \leq r \)) in \( SS \), its synthetic QoS value is calculated based on weight array \( W \) and normalized quality criteria matrix where each row corresponds to a service. Then, we rank and append them into SR according to their comprehensive QOS marks.

Service ranking with QoS (SRA-Q).

Input: \( SS \), QR and quality criteria weight array \( W \);
Output: Ranked web service set \( SR \);
Step 1: generate quality criteria matrix \( MS \).
Input: \( Ss \), QR and quality criteria weight array \( W \)
Output: Ranked web service set \( SR \)
Calculate and rank each service’s QoS value.

1. For \( i \leftarrow 1 \) to \( r \) do {
2. \( qSum_i \leftarrow \sum_{k=1}^{n} (w_k \times M_{s[i][k]}) \);
3. \( SR .rank (qSum_i, s_i) \) ;
4. Return \( SR \);
public class MyClass
{

public bool AuthenticateUser(User user)
{
    var userDao = new UserDao();
    var result = userDao.GetUser(user.LoginId);
    return result != null && result.Password == user.Password;
}

public User GetUser(string loginId)
{
    return new UserDao().GetUser(loginId);
}

public bool ResetPassword(User user)
{
    var userDao = new UserDao();
    return userDao.UpdateUser(user);
}

public void AddUser(User user)
{
    var userDao = new UserDao();
    userDao.AddUser(user);
}

Fig: Function call for each service

VIII. EXPERIMENTAL VIEW OF WEB SERVICE

Fig: User Registration view

Fig: suggestion web service
IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented a detailed road-map for innovation for web service for dynamic integration for project development as well service selection based on the web service quality of service parameters through web site.

The first stage of the development was producing service registration that provides the discover the service for consumer needs.

The development perspective the code re writing for the same operation are unavoidable one. This research provides an initiative of development can dynamically use the existing developed components for the required features.

This research main aspect is provide the service selection is based on service quality of service parameters like availability, response time, connection time, cost.
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